it can result in a genotype of fitness rank 1, 2, 3, …, or carrying different beneficial mutations, a phenomenon i -1, is exponentially distributed. And, surprisingly, the called the "Hill-Robertson effect" for sexual populasingle parameter for this distribution is independent of tions [6] and "clonal interference" for asexual populai, meaning that the fitness effect distribution does not tions [7]. Competition among clones becomes more depend on the "starting point" fitness of the wild-type. prevalent with increasing genetic linkage and increas-(Orr assumes that the parent fitness distribution, p(w ), ing population size, and it is thus generally characterhas an exponential tail. Based on this assumption, he istic of microbial populations [8, 9]. Together, these finds that fitness differences have an exponential distritwo phenomena suggest that only those beneficial mubution that is independent of i. This is different from our tations of large fitness effect should achieve fixation, claim that selection coefficients have such an invariant despite the fact that most beneficial mutations proexponential distribution. We defend our application of duced are predicted to have very small fitness effects Orr's result, however, on the grounds that in our experi-[10, 11]. Here, we confirm this prediction-both empiriments and for the purposes of our theory, the wildcally and theoretically-by showing that fitness effects type fitness is known and is the same for all replicate of fixed beneficial mutations follow a distribution populations, such that fitness differences and selection whose mode is positive.
. Therefore, h(s ) propagates to the right as population size increases, as indicated by the arrow. Note that the distribution hardly changes shape as it propagates, indicating that it quickly converges to its asymptotic form. The gray arrows indicate very robust transforms (meaning that the general form of the "output" is highly independent of the "input"), whereas the clear arrow indicates a less robust transform.
ments are met [16], and the fitness effects of beneficial Fitness Effects of Fixed Beneficial Mutations
Of several contending mutations produced, only one mutations can be assumed to have the exponential density f(s) ϭ ␣e Ϫ␣s ( Figure 1B) , with corresponding cdf, will achieve fixation. This will be the most fit of the several contending mutations produced. If it is known F(s) ϭ 1 Ϫ e Ϫ␣s , where 1/␣ is the average selective advantage of beneficial mutations. This quantitative prediction a priori that each fixed beneficial mutation will be the best of, say, n contending mutations, then the cdf for agrees qualitatively with Fisher's argument [10] that beneficial mutations of smaller effect should always be more fitness effects of fixed beneficial mutations is simply [G(s)] n (e.g., see [20] ). Because we do not know n a priori, abundant than those of larger effect.
Fitness Effects of Contending Mutations
we compute this cdf as A significant fraction of all beneficial mutations produced will become extinct simply due to random fluctua-
n , tions in frequency, or "genetic drift." These mutations typically do not attain high frequency and are thus of little consequence from a long-term evolutionary standwhere p n is the probability that the fixed beneficial mutation will be the best of n contending mutations. Put point. The beneficial mutations that are not lost by drift are here called "contending mutations," and, on averdifferently, fitness effects of fixed beneficial mutations have cdf P (G(s )), where P is the probability generating age, their selective advantages are larger than those of beneficial mutations. For any organism in almost any function (pgf) for numbers of contending mutations from which a fixed beneficial mutation arises. This pgf has environmental regime, the probability of surviving drift can be shown to be approximately Ks, where K is a been derived by Gerrish [21] and depends on a parameter, j, the number of contending mutations that arise constant [5, 17, 18]. Therefore, the probability density of fitness effects for beneficial mutations that survive between the appearance of the beneficial mutation destined for fixation and its fixation. This number will be drift is g(s) ϭ sf(s)/͐ evaluate Equations 1 or 3, it is necessary to have expressions for G(s ) and (s ), which are derived above and in the Experimental Procedures, respectively. It is revealed in the Experimental Procedures that, for the purposes of our experiment, the only unknown parameters are beneficial mutation rate, , and the exponential parameter for the fitness effect distribution of beneficial mutations, ␣.
To summarize, each transformation accounted for above has the effect of (1) increasing average fitness effect and (2) increasing the independence of the distribution on the parent fitness distribution p(w ). The final result is a bell-shaped distribution, h(s ), for fitness effects of fixed beneficial mutations, whose mean is perhaps surprisingly large and whose general shape does not depend on the unknown shape of the parent fitness . The spread parameter. As a heuristic remedy for this dilemma, it of an individual beneficial mutation destined for fixation can be shown that the pgf given in [21] has an equivalent could be observed because it would cause a deviation expression that here takes the form from the initial ratio, w/r, as one of the genetic backgrounds (either r or w ) hitchhiked with the beneficial
mutation to high frequency [27, 28] . The subpopulation that was found to increase in frequency was deemed which is continuous in (s ). Alternatively, an asymptotic the "winner." expression for Equation 1 may be employed for the case Beneficial mutations were the most likely cause of the of large population size, N, and/or high beneficial mutaobserved deviations, as the probability that the deviation rate, . Such an expression is derived in the Experitions were due to drift alone was much less than 0.001 mental Procedures; it is for w/r ϭ 1 and less than 0.05 for w/r ϭ 0.01 or w/r ϭ 100 (based on Crow and Kimura [29] replications. In such experiments, beneficial mutations are sure to arise. Beneficial mutations only become debeneficial mutation. Simulation results, however, suggest that this potential complication was in fact very tectable, however, when they have achieved observable frequencies in the population. To achieve observable unlikely to occur (see Experimental Procedures).
Fitness Assays
frequency in a population, a beneficial mutation must survive both drift and, to a large degree, clonal interferRandom colonies from winning subpopulations were picked following experimental evolution. Fitness was ence. Together, both of these "obstacles" select for beneficial mutations of large effect, thus creating a bias estimated as outlined by Lenski et al. [25] . Briefly, clonal samples of each evolved genotype and its ancestor were in the beneficial mutations that are observed. In our experiments, most beneficial mutations achieved a freremoved from a Ϫ80ЊC freezer and grown to saturation in the same experimental environment used to isolate quency of 0.5 or greater before they were observed, and therefore, most of the beneficial mutations we observed mutants. Equal densities of both competitors were then mixed, and the change in their relative densities was were probably destined for evolutionary success (see [7] and simulations described in the Experimental Procemeasured over the course of 2 days. Relative fitness was calculated as the ratio of the estimated growth dures 
from G(s ) to H(s ) is not one to one.] This is because
Beneficial mutations may be assumed to grow in frequency logisti- 
H(s ) is a "distribution of maxima

